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A B S T R A C T   

Covid-19 took the world by surprise and has completely changed the way humans live and work. There is hardly 
an aspect of life that has not been affected. Whether social, economic, physical, psychological, cultural or reli-
gious, this pandemic has revolutionized every aspect of our lives and some of these changes are here to stay for 
the unforeseeable time. Although much has been written about the negative effects of Covid-19 on our social 
lives, some technological advances on COVID-19 have profoundly affected various aspects of our lives. These are 
mostly to do with how we communicate, deliver health services, innovate and investigate new preventative 
measures and treatments, travel and indeed influenced the carbon footprint of the planet. Although most of 
gynaecology is elective and was therefore not considered a priority in the early phases of COVI-19, there are 
considerable consequences of delaying treatment for some of these elective conditions. Of particular importance 
are infertility, pre-malignant conditions, chronic pelvic pain, sexual disorders and those affecting the psycho-
logical and social aspects of women and families. The pandemic forced a rethink of how healthcare is delivered 
with wide adoption of remote/virtual consultation and triaging of clinical presentations. The rapid development 
of immunization and drugs against the virus was met with doubts by a large proportion of the population with 
reluctance to accept these. Consequently, there remains unvaccinated portions of both low and high-risk pop-
ulations, some of whom may be denied access to gynaecological care. On the other hand, some pregnant women 
who are frightened of the impact of vaccination on pregnancy put their own lives at risk. While significant 
progress has been made to combat the pandemic, lessons about healthcare delivery (face-to-face versus virtual), 
education of the end users and introduction of new technologies into the development of drugs and vaccines must 
be evaluated and improved moving forward not only during the ongoing epidemic but with future outbreaks.   

Introduction 

Corona viruses have generally been the cause of various infections in 
mammals, birds and humans, where they specifically target the respi-
ratory system. Over the past 20 years, there have been three new corona 
virus related lethal outbreaks of zoonotic origin. The 1st was the severe 
acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus-1 (SARS-CoV-1) in 2002–2003 
followed by the Middle East respiratory syndrome coronavirus (MERS- 
CoV) in 2012 and lately, the most severe of them, the severe acute 
respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) causing the 2020 
March Covid-19 pandemic [1,2] 

SARS-CoV-2 spread very rapidly after the first reported case of 

pneumonia like disease of unknown origin at the time, from a seafood 
and live animal market in Wuhan city, China, in late December 2019 [3]. 
Human respiratory epithelial cells were subsequently used to isolate a 
new virus subsequently known to the world as SARS-CoV-2. The World 
Health Organization (WHO) declared the outbreak as a Public Health 
Emergency of International Concern (PHEIC) on January 30th 2020 and 
subsequently as a pandemic on March 11th 2020 [4]. More than 5.7 
million deaths have been reported worldwide (as of February 4, 2022) 
[5]. Three major factors are thought to be responsible for this (a) 
increased transmissibility (b) characteristic pathogenicity and (c) glob-
alization [6,7]. 
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Virology of SARS- CoV-2 

SARS CoV-2 is characterized by a comparatively higher basic 
reproductive number (Ro) which further explains its rapid spread 
worldwide [8]. It belongs to the ortho-coronavirinae subfamily and is the 
seventh member of the family of Corona viruses that infects humans. The 
virus is spherical with a core shell and surface with protein projections 
like the spikes of a crown, hence named Corona (Crown in Latin). The 
most important of the three main proteins is the spike (S) protein which 
is responsible for attachment to the host cell membrane receptor fol-
lowed by fusion and finally entry into the host cell. The remaining two 
are the membrane (M) protein which is the most abundant and the en-
velope (E) protein and together they make the viral membrane. Another, 
the N protein is part of the helical nucleocapsid that includes the genome 
RNA [9]. 

The virus has a single-stranded positive-sense RNA of around 30 kb 
and is non-segmented [10]. Phylogenetic analysis of the virus shows that 
SARS CoV-2 shares more than 80% genetic sequences with SARS-CoV-1 
and more than 50% with MERS [11]. The WHO has classified the virus as 
β CoV of the group 2B [12,13]. 

Epidemiology 

Epidemiological evidence suggests that SARS-CoV-2 is zoonotic in 
origin with bats being the primary host and spreading to humans via an 
intermediary host, probably pangolin, which is eaten in China as an 
exotic food [14]. The widespread nature of the disease worldwide sug-
gests rapid person-to-person transmission, probably through different 
routes but mainly via direct contact and droplet spread through 
coughing and sneezing by infected individuals [15]. 

Clinical features 

SARS-CoV-2 causes the disease that has been named COVID-19 by 
the WHO. With an incubation period of approximately 5.2 days (2–14 
days), the clinical manifestations are widespread ranging from no 
symptoms to acute severe respiratory distress syndrome (ARDS) and 
multiple organ failures. Covid-19 also shares some clinical features with 
other beta corona viruses such as dry cough, high grade fever and 
pneumonia with bilateral ground glass opacities on Chest CT [16]. Just 
like MERS- CoV and SARS-CoV-1 infections, a comparatively greater 
proportion of Covid-19 patients may also develop gastro-intestinal 
symptoms such as diarrhoea. SARS-CoV-2 uniquely targets the lower 
airways [17] where it causes destruction of pneumocytes with infil-
trating inflammation [17]. Other clinical features include loss of smell 
and taste. The development of acute respiratory distress syndrome 
(ARDS), cardiac and lung injury are poor prognostic features that could 
ultimately lead to death [18]. 

Diagnosis and treatment options 

The gold standard for detecting SARS CoV-2 is reverse transcription 
polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR) from the respiratory tract or sali-
vary secretions. Other methods for the detection of SARS-CoV-2 include 
viral identification and immunological tests [20a]. Laboratory findings 
supporting the diagnosis include a combination of lymphopenia, high 
levels of hs-CRP (high sensitivity C- reactive protein) and eosinopenia; 
all of which are useful in triaging patients highly suspicious of SARS- 
CoV-2 infection and requiring radiological/CT evaluation of the chest 
for evidence of pneumonia. Other tests like blood gases, troponin levels, 
liver function tests, lactate dehydrogenase (LDH) and D-dimers are used 
to assess the risk and extent of multi-system involvement and prognosis. 
Procalcitonin levels are used to detect possible bacterial coinfection 
[20a]. 

The mainstay of treatment is supportive as there is as yet no defini-
tive treatment for Covid-19. Symptomatic treatment focuses mainly on 

rest, hydration, temperature control and nutritional support. Oxygen 
therapy is needed if the patient fails to maintain adequate oxygen levels 
which may necessitate mechanical ventilation. The use of corticoste-
roids such as dexamethasone and anticoagulation with low molecular 
weight heparin have been shown to reduce mortality in those that are 
severely ill [19,20]. 

Impact on the global health resources 

SARS-CoV-2, due to its extreme infectivity and virulence, has had a 
major impact on healthcare systems across the globe regardless of the 
socio-economic status of the countries. This has seriously challenged the 
integrity and resilience of these systems [21,22]. Its impact on global 
socioeconomic dynamics has been so severe that many of the world’s 
otherwise stable economies and indeed all the other economies are still 
struggling to sustain their health services [23,24]. However, Covid-19 
has demonstrated how collectively the world can willingly collaborate 
in research and share knowledge and technical know-how to address 
such health challenges. The case of vaccine development over such a 
short time is a classical example of this global co-ordination. The speed 
with which some of these developments have moved, however, has 
attracted severe criticism for not following the basic principles of 
research methodology and thus possibly compromising the quality of 
research with the potential of misleading results [25]. Indeed, various 
studies published data of efficacy of drugs such as hydroxychloroquine 
on the virus that were later shown to be unsubstantiated [26]. 

Covid-19 and the Women’s health 

The available evidence suggests that, although individuals of all ages 
are affected, the case fatality is age dependent with elderly men 
suffering the most especially those with comorbidities [27]. Interest-
ingly, there is now compelling evidence that females are less severely 
affected by Covid-19 disease compared to males who suffer higher 
morbidity and mortality [28]. These differences were also observed with 
other viral epidemics including SARS-CoV-1 and MERS [29]. Whether 
this is because of the risk prone life style of males with comparatively 
more co-morbidities or some other perhaps biological factors, which 
make females less vulnerable to these infections remains uncertain. 

SARS- CoV-2 uses its spike protein (S) to attach to the ACE 2 receptor 
on the alveolar epithelial membrane. It needs the Transmembrane pro-
tease serine 2 (TMPRSS2) to act as a vital factor priming the S protein 
which it cleaves thus facilitating activation and entry into the host cell. 
[30,31]. 

Interestingly, it has been suggested that the two X chromosomes in 
females as opposed to one in males are associated with the highest 
number of immune regulated genes in the whole human genome [32]. 
Normally one of the two X chromosomes in females is transcriptionally 
silenced as per the Lyon theory [33]. Interestingly, about 15–30% of the 
genes, mostly located on the short arm of the X-chromosome escape the 
silencing process [34]. Since ACE2 maps at the same location on the 
short arm of X-chromosome which escapes inactivation, the observed 
difference and more ACE2 expression in females could be due to this 
phenomenon [35]. More ACE2 availability in females means more 
availability for converting angiotensin-I into Angiotensin 1–7 (Ang 1–7) 
which promotes tissue protection via the Mas receptor (MasR) [28]. 
Theoretically, more ACE2 in females would mean more viral entry into 
cells but the rate limiting crucial factor TMPRSS2 expression is thought 
to be lower in females due to low androgens and high estrogens thus 
providing another level of protection [28]. 

Additionally, difference in hormone profiles with females being es-
trogenic and males androgenic, has been suggested to lead to a better 
immune-modulation (driven by estrogens) in females, making them less 
vulnerable to viral attacks [36]. In fact, there is evidence supporting the 
anti-viral role of estrogens against a group of viruses including human 
immunodeficiency virus (HIV), Hepatitis C virus (HCV), Ebola virus 
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(EBV), Influenza-A and human cytomegalovirus (CMV) [37-40]. 

Covid-19 and gynecological care 

Social distancing 2 metres (2 M) between individuals) was imposed 
by most authorities as a preventive measure and widely accepted to 
reduce the spread of SARS-CoV-2. This was based on old data [41] which 
did not take into consideration, other factors such as hand hygiene and 
cleaning, air management, use of personal protective equipment (PPEs) 
including face masks involved in respiratory transmissions of these vi-
ruses [42,43]. 

Virtual consultation revolution 

The pandemic drove the need for innovative/alternate approaches to 
delivery of healthcare. Amongst these initiatives was virtual consulta-
tion. Face-to-face consultations in hospitals have therefore decreased 
significantly especially for minor complaints, in favor of virtual con-
sultations since the onset of the pandemic. In Scotland for example all 
new and review appointments were quickly re-categorized to assess 
their suitability for virtual consultation for initial assessment and 
treatment advice. More than 50% patients can and are being managed 
through this arrangement. The Royal College of Obstetricians & 
Gynaecologists (RCOG) guidance about the initial management of pa-
tients in these circumstances has been implemented within the UK NHS 
system [44]. 

Unpublished data from Scotland has also shown a significant fall in 
the number of women requesting termination of pregnancy. Covid-19 
related changes in health service modelling has also led to greater 
than 80% of women being managed at home using medical regimens as 
recommended by the RCOG [44]. 

Gynecological emergency services in some French hospitals wit-
nessed a 41% drop in face-to-face consultations and comparatively a 
smaller (20%) drop in emergency admissions with a significant increase 
in the hospitalization to consultation ratio (3.9 % to 5.4%; P < 0.0001), 
during the Covid-19 peaks [45]. It is not clear if the drop was due to 
patients’ reluctance to attend for fear of acquiring the virus especially if 
their condition was not judged to be severe or due to diversion of 
available resources when the whole focus was on controlling the spread 
and providing critical care to those affected by Covid-19. In another 
study conducted in a tertiary academic center in New York, a significant 
increase (P < 0.001) in the proportion of gynecological emergency 
surgical procedures (for ectopic pregnancy, miscarriage and concern for 
cancer) was noticed during the Covid − 19 time [46]. 

With respect to the emergency care of ectopic pregnancies, it seems 
Covid − 19 was associated with a higher rate of rupture with higher 
morbidity reported in a tertiary medical facility in Tel Aviv [47]. 
Whether similar trends were noticed for other gynecological emergen-
cies is yet to be reported. 

Covid-19 and reproductive health 

Reproductive health includes a harmonized state of social, psycho-
logical, mental and physical health that is so necessary for procreation in 
a healthy environment. Reproductive health has been affected not only 
by SARS-CoV-2 itself but by the pharmacological /chemical in-
terventions given to those exposed to the virus and the impact of the 
pandemic on provision of services (often not considered as emergency). 

On entering the body SARS-CoV-2 binds to the angiotensin con-
verting enzyme 2 (ACE-2) receptor through its spike (S) protein [40]. 
This interaction is mediated, by the transmembrane protease serine 2 
(TMPRSS2) or cathepsins B and L (encoded by the genes CTSB and CTSL 
respectively), when TMRSS2 is absent [48]. Evidence remains incon-
clusive on whether the female genital tract is one of the prime targets of 
SARS-CoV-2 due to the sparse presence of ACE-2 and TMRSS2 receptors 
[49]. Human ovaries, on the other hand, have been shown to express 

ACE-2 receptor activity in relation to folliculogenesis and maturation, 
steroid synthesis and ovulation, hence are a potential target for SARS- 
CoV-2 which may potentially cause damage via the ACE2 /TMPRSS 
pathway [50,51]. 

In males, there is robust evidence of ACE-2 receptors and TMPRSS2 
expression on testicular tissue suggesting a potential damage by SARS- 
CoV-2 to this organ and potentially an adverse effect on its function 
[52,53]. Additionally, testosterone seems to facilitate SARS-CoV-2 
spread via activation of TMPRSS2 [54] thus increasing the attractive-
ness of the virus onto the testicular tissue. Although orchitis is a 
recognized complication of the SARS-CoV group [55], it is believed that 
SARS-CoV-2 through binding to ACE2 receptor, may potentially cause 
orchitis and possible testicular atrophy and sub-fertility [56]. Further-
more, there have been reports of isolation of SARS-CoV-2 in semen of 
infected males [57] raising the possibility of sexual transmission. 

For pregnant women affected with Covid-19, emerging data do not 
show any robust evidence of vertical transmission, however, SARS-Cov- 
2 may increase the risk of miscarriage and is associated with a signifi-
cantly higher risk of preterm birth but not stillbirths [50,51]. 

Professional guidance on Women’s health practice in the Covid- 
19 era 

Obstetrics and Gynecology professional bodies across the globe 
including the WHO, FIGO and the RCOG responded to the covid-19 
pandemic by issuing guidance that meet local needs. Unfortunately, 
the rapidly changing situation and uncertainty about the future course 
made it very difficult to put a time line on the recommendations and 
keep up to date with the changing Covid-19 pandemic. Patients were 
advised to follow Covid-19 related updates and general guidance on 
covid-19 issued by their respective public health ministries [58]. 

Generic recommendations 

The initial recommendations by the various bodies/societies/orga-
nizations were to follow infection control standard operating procedures 
(SOPs) including use of personal protective equipment (PPE), social 
distancing, face masks, hand hygiene etc. [42]. Additionally,  

1. All non-urgent and routine gynecological surgeries were advised to 
be postponed pending improvement in the Covid-19 pandemic sit-
uation and  

2. Virtual online consultations for non-urgent cases and triaging were 
advocated in favor of face-to-face consultations. 

Critical to these recommendations was the expectation that medical 
services should be catering for patient’s individual needs and those 
needing urgent attention would still receive appropriate management 
within the available resources [59]. However, there was acknowledge-
ment that this strategy might not be easy and practicable in less 
resourced countries [60]. Because of the very dynamic nature of the 
pandemic, various bodies maintained open-source information/ 
communication with clinicians. The American College of Obstetricians 
and Gynecologists (ACOG) communicated with its members via a 
dedicated web page with comprehensive Q & As based on expert opinion 
and guidance from the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) 
[61]. 

Similarly, the Royal College of Obstetricians and gynecologists 
(RCOG) UK, in collaboration with the specialist societies such as British 
Society of Gynecological Endoscopy (BSGE), British Gynecological 
Cancer Society (BGCS), British Society for Colposcopy and Cervical 
Pathology (BSCCP), British Society of Uro-gynecology (BSUG) and 
British Fertility Society (BFS), established a web link for members 
guidance on gynecological services and practice during the Covid-19 
pandemic [44]. 

The Federations of International Societies of Gynecology and 
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Obstetrics (FIGO), in a statement, provided very useful links from the 
FIGO’s national member societies, guiding the practice on issues related 
to the women’s health and covid-19 [62]. 

Professional guidance on reproductive medicine and Covid-19 

Sub-fertility or infertility affects 8–12% of couples trying to conceive 
and has significant adverse physical, mental and social consequences if 
not treated timely. However, during the Covid-19 pandemic, it was not 
considered requiring urgent care. However, it is a time sensitive con-
dition whose prognosis gets worse with time. Provision of services for 
this condition were therefore suspended at the start of the pandemic as 
recommended by the American Society of Reproductive Medicine 
(ASRM) and the European Society of Human Reproduction and 
Embryology (ESHRE), but subsequently, cautious resumption was 
encouraged in a joint statement along with the International Federation 
of Fertility Societies (IFFS) [63]. Of particular interest was the learning 
from the Italian experience mentioned below and recommendations 
from the Italian Society of Fertility and Sterility and Reproductive 
Medicine (ISFSRM) [64], one of the worse Covid-19 affected countries in 
the West. 

The ISFSRM advocated suspension of all in-vitro fertilization (IVF) 
and intra-uterine insemination (IUI) related activities including embryo 
transfers and non-urgent gamete cryo-storage for those who had not yet 
started stimulation unless there was urgency. The exceptions included 
cancer related fertility preservation treatments or advanced age of the 
female partner who could not delay for longer or for patients already in 
active cycles. Also mandatory was the necessity to ensure that there was 
no possibility of active SARS-CoV-2 infection or definite exposure at the 
time of treatment. The patients were offered preliminary screening via 
telephone to ensure that there were no active respiratory symptoms 
suggestive of Covid-19 or exposure to high risk factors including recent 
travel. Those for face-to-face consultation underwent secondary 
screening and covid-19 testing. Extra care was advised to avoid ovarian 
hyperstimulation syndrome (OHSS) as a combination of Covid-19 and 
OHSS induced intra-vascular dehydration could be lethal. Despite lack 
of evidence about the presence of the virus in gametes and embryos, 
couples including donors were interviewed to exclude possible expo-
sure. A donor returning from an at risk area was suspended for 14 days 
from return or 14 days from the end of any Covid-19 like symptoms if 
there were any. A separate closed cryo-storage system was used for 
anyone who was symptomatic and potentially infected. Cycle cancella-
tion was advised for couples developing Covid-19 infection during the 
treatment and so too were egg or embryo cryo-storage if the symptoms 
developed after egg collection. 

With regard to staffing, it was recommended that shifts and duties be 
scheduled for critical staff members so as to avoid exposure to SARs- 
CoV-2 of all of them together. This was supported by adequate contin-
gency plans to combat acute staff shortage. On the whole, these rec-
ommendations seem to endorse those from other international societies 
including ESHRE, ASRM and the IFFS as mentioned above [63]. 

With regards to the requirement for covid-19 testing, ESHRE 
endorsed selective testing unlike the British fertility society (BFS) and 
the association of reproductive and clinical scientists (ARCS) who rec-
ommended testing at the start of treatment and prior to any procedure 
[65]. The later more cautious approach also catered for the almost 
18–30% asymptomatic carriers who could be contagious despite being 
asymptomatic [66]. 

Vaccination against SARS-CoV-2 

Vaccination is seen as the best way to reduce the spread of the 
pandemic as well as its consequences. The available vaccines are either 
inactivated SARS-CoV-2 vaccine, RNA Vaccines or non-replicating vec-
tor vaccine [67]. The WHO maintains a working document that includes 
the various vaccines that are in different phases of development [68]. 

Results of phases I, II and III trials on most of these support their clinical 
efficacy [69]. While phase III trials were on various populations, none 
were on women in early pregnancy or indeed undergoing fertility 
treatment. The impact/effect of the vaccines on gametes and early em-
bryos is therefore unknown. In a joint statement [70], the International 
Federation of Fertility Societies (IFFS) and the European Society of 
Human Reproduction and Embryology (ESHRE) advised that women 
who are planning to conceive in an environment with ineffective control 
of the pandemic and with limited resources for vaccination should adopt 
measures to mitigate risk of exposure (social distancing, hand hygiene, 
face mask) and defer pregnancy until the situation is much improved 
with regards to SARS-CoV-2 infection or until vaccination is available. 
Those with access to vaccination should consider this as soon as possible 
and at the same time adopting the mitigation measures while trying to 
conceive. 

In the context of reproduction, a recent study of men who had been 
vaccinated did not show any adverse effects of the mRNA vaccine on 
sperm parameters. There seems to be an improvement on parameters in 
oligozoospermic men [71]. In women, the vaccine was shown to have no 
effect on response to ovulation stimulation as well as parameters of 
successful stimulation [72,73]. In animals, the vaccine has been shown 
to have no adverse effects on reproduction [74]. 

These data are reassuring and support the recommendations of the 
various reproductive medicine societies. The mRNA vaccines being non- 
live, are unable to replicate and should not pose a risk of infection to 
pregnant women or their fetus. Despite the lack of safety concerns, there 
is still insufficient evidence to offer routine Covid-19 vaccination during 
pregnancy [75]. More recently, data from the follow-up of over 1800 out 
of 30,000 women who were pregnant at the time of vaccination (V-safe) 
did not show any adverse effects of the mRNA vaccine either on the fetus 
or the pregnancy woman [76]. Indeed on the basis of these data the 
consensus from the WHO, FIGO, CDC, SMFM, ACOG, RCOG and NICE is 
that vaccination should be offered to pregnant women and the joint 
committee on vaccination and immunization (JCVI) recommends 
vaccination only to high risk pregnant women (high risk of exposure/ 
with co-morbidities) after full counselling and explaining the confirmed 
benefits of vaccination [77]. The European Board & College of Obstet-
rics and Gynecology (EBCOG) recommend that vaccination against 
Covid-19 should be offered to all high-risk pregnant women and should 
be available to all other pregnant and un-vaccinated breastfeeding 
women willing to take the vaccine after adequate counselling provided 
there are no contra-indications [78]. Equally, the Royal College of Ob-
stetricians and Gynaecologists advocates vaccination especially with the 
mMRA vaccine in pregnancy, during breastfeeding and in those seeking 
fertility treatment [61]. 

The decision to have vaccination finally rests with the woman and 
the role of her physician is to guide her through the decision making by 
answering queries and providing facts. 

One of the serious emerging phenomena in the post Covid-19 era is 
the risk of re-infection and even more seriously, infection after vacci-
nation rarely leading to serious morbidity or death. Various factors have 
been suggested for these phenomena namely inefficiency of natural 
immunity, variants of major epitopes in cases of re-infections [79-81] 
and possibly high viral load, co-morbidities, mutant strains, casual at-
titudes with lack of Covid-appropriate behavior before and after vacci-
nation in cases of infection after vaccination [82]. 

Lessons learnt during pandemic which would shape the future 
service delivery models 

While Covid-19 has caused severe morbidity and mortality world- 
wide, including having a major impact on cancer surgery with consid-
erable delays that inevitably will affect survival data, it has allowed for 
the introduction of innovative/new ways to current and future health-
care as well as potential avenues for training and research in medicine. 
Some of these innovations/new approaches to healthcare include 
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1- increased use of telemedicine not only in triaging but management of 
non-emergency cases,  

2- Increased role of medical methods of managing gynaecological 
problems in preference to surgical interventions (for example heavy 
menstrual bleeding (HMB) with more reliance on the levonorgestrel 
intra-uterine system, oral progestogens, gonadotropin releasing 
hormone-agonist (GnRHa,) endometrial ablations under local block) 
etc.  

3- Greater investment on simulation training for undergraduate and 
postgraduate training as advocated by the EBCOG in its position 
statement [83] 

4- Increased utilization of alternatives to care as in the case of termi-
nation of pregnancy which has been revised so as to allow women to 
take mifepristone (RU 486) at home. Unpublished data after 12 
months in Scotland showed that only 5% of admissions with bleeding 
following this approach required emergency evacuation. 

Conclusion 

Covid-19 has had devastating effects not only on the physical, mental 
and social aspects of human health but also on the economy which 
indirectly affects health across the globe. Women’s health in general and 
reproductive health in particular suffered significantly from the 
pandemic. This pandemic brought together international societies and 
the WHO to address the health challenges – resulting in guidance on 
care, prevention and treatment - a collaboration which if replicated 
could have a major impact on other health challenges. Postponing 
elective work, minimizing face-to-face consultations in favor of virtual 
consultations, prioritizing and individualizing care based on needs and 
the available resources without compromising safety. At the outset most 
of gynaecology apart from emergency and oncology were not considered 
priority. As understanding of the epidemiology of the epidemic 
improved, aspects that could be managed virtually were defined and 
with time, reproductive medicine resumed albeit with clear guidance. 
With a gradual return to near normal, the backlog of patients (such as on 
the NHS Waiting list) will continue to negatively affect those seeking 
gynaecological care (including reproductive medical services). There is 
a need to continue to undertake efficacy and safety trials of treatment 
and prevention options while at the same time gathering data on 
vaccination and reproductive and pregnancy outcomes and on the 
innovative approaches to healthcare which are likely to persist. 
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